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A Taylor morning is not
so peaceful as it once was.
The first bell and the scuffle
of the feet of those who come
to breakfast are drowned in the
growl of engines, the sound of
brick against brick, and the
raucous interplay of the work-
men's conversation.
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The landscape breaks and
loses its monotony. Yesterday
there was a field—today there
is a mound of earth swept across
by the wind to pepper the campus
with dust. Tomorrow the empty
field and earth are gone, and
there is a building; and the day
after tomorrow there is another
building and the day after the
day after
l\
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The students' look up to
see the rising buildings, to
see the cranes wheel and drop
their steel, to see the presi-
dent walk about the campus
with distinguished men in
rich black coats, who nod
and smile as the truckloads
of stone and cement roll
before them. The students
smile and the president smiles.
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Inside the new dorm, the smell of paint
lasfs a long while, and when It fades
there is a little sadness. In the old dorms
students speculate on how soon they will
be smelling new paint. They wonder if
there will be heat enough and showers
enough, and having questioned they find
a window opening southward where they
can see the raw earth and new bricks
of the campus and they are reassured.

The faculty all take jaunty steps
. . . New classrooms promise new
students, new books, new colleagues;
the coming year more majors, more
minors, more forms, more classes,
more classes taught yearly instead
of every other year. Each professor
thinks of his new office and wonders
where to put the bookcase.
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When the -first snow hides the piles of brick,
the tangled wires, the ruts made by the
heavily loaded trucks, the students follow
their foot paths to the chapel where the
speakers give their best, for there is now the
possibility of being asked to come again.
15
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And when the spring begins to draw
the frozen snow in+o the earth, the
earth becomes a syrup of nnud that
follows every student into every campus
building to find its way into a
thousand cracks. Little ridges of
moist soil are caked against a
hundred campus doors.
The buildings rise, raw,
unfinished, beautiful—magnets
that draw the watcher to them
to touch him with their earth.
Grass comes later when the
buildings and broken earth
are older, more modest. But
now the red earth, the brick
—
they are enough.
17

The students walk quickly about
the campus, bringing their feet down
hard against the ground as though
each step were driving deep roots
deeper still. Their voices are loud
so that they will be heard above
the rumble of the trucks and the
sounding of bells. Ten voices,
one hundred voices, a whole future
of voices are speaking.
Today I saw the blueprints—tomorrow
there will be the hand-shaking and
the dredging out of the foundation.
The dream was always there. The
most important part, the spirit,
was always there—and now it
becomes tangible.
19
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PERSPECTIVE
THE PAST—a Taylor remembered
once ideas—transformed
hope for a greater university, Christian
well-wishes
THE PRESENT—a Taylor building
once heard—seen
anxiety for a Christian university,
greater presence.
THE FUTURE—a Taylor dedicated
once begun-T-completed
reality of a greater Christian university
amen.
The Ilium staff dedicates this yearbook
to Taylor people who create goals
and initiate fulfillment.
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Dr. Milo A. Rediger
President
Inaugurated November 10, 1965
Mrs. Betty Jackson, Secretary
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Academic Dean: Dr. E. Sterl Phinney
Academic Dean, E. Sterl Phinney
Dr. Phinney promotes construction by example. He builds, initiates
enthusiasm for building because he builds, hie loves an idea—building
to begin, building to continue and building to fulfill God-inspired hopes
and dreams
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Mrs. Freda Heath
Secretary to Dr. Phinney
Mr. Ernest Valutis, Admissions Director Mrs. Pauline Bryant
Secretary
Mr. Russel Clark, Admissions Counsellor
Mr. Valutis has the task of deciding who
will be included in our student body. He
works to maintain and raise the caliber of
students and their educational environment.
He is assisted by Mr. Clark and Mr. Frazer.
Mr. David Fraser, Admissions Counsellor
Registrar, Mr. E. Stanley Banker
Mr. Banker has the endless task of solving the
registration problems, and keeping up-to-date rec-
ords of the faculty and students.
"J Recorder
A^ Naomi Moore
Secretary
Vivian VanSise
Director of Student Affairs,
Dr. Henry Nelson
Dr. Nelson and Mr. Delcamp consider
Taylor people as parts of a whole. They
are concerned with the individual and
strengthening is their Job. Their decisions
deal with lives
—
yours and mine, and only
the mortar of God's love unifies the parts
to make a strong whole.
Miss Dorothy Snyder
Secretary
Nelson, Delcamp
Head Office of
Student Affairs
Assistant Director of Student Affairs,
Mr. Sam Delcamp
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In Charge
of Finances;
Mr. Paul Keller
and
Mr. Eugene Riebe
Mr. Paul D. Keller, Business Manager
Mr. Keller and Mr. Riebe make
certain the budgeting of Taylor's
finances is done in the most effi-
cient and profitable manner possible.
Mr. Eugene Riebe. Assistant Business Manager
OFFICE STAFF; l.-r., Olive De Camp, Virginia Cllne, Betty Heitz.
Doris Burress.
Dr. Gordon Zimmerman and
Mr. Wilbur Cleveland are pre-
senting Taylor to the public in
an endeavor to promote our
present progress and our prom-
ising future.
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Dr. Gordon Zimmerman, Director of Development
Mr. Wilbur Cleveland, Director of Publicit/
Marcia Mahler, Secretary
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The construction of the
whole nri/an Involves both the
action upon and the action
by. Man is created in part
by those forces which have
acted upon him; but if he
is to be truly man, he must
conceptualize his life experi-
ence to discover Its sense, its
meaning. And when he does,
he must become the actor,
the causer. The patterns of
his consciousness determine
the substance of his action,
and the verity of his abstrac-
tions bring his to an envelop-
ing cause which determines
the goals of his actions.
"Man Is born to live, not
to prepare for life." (Paster-
nak) By probing the human
occurrence to uncover solid-
ity, by striving and suffering
to find strength, by inter-
acting to discover malleabil-
ity, man tests and selects the
girders and beams which will
constitute the framework up-
on which he will build a pur-
poseful, structured life.
Charles W. Carter. M.A. Professor of Phil-
osophy and Religion and Chairman of the
Division of Philosophy and Religion.
Fred H. Luthy, M.A. Assistant Professor of Religion.
Dale E. Heath, Ph.D. Assistant Professor of Greek and Christian Education
Charles Wilson, Ph.D., Professor of Religion and Philosophy.
METHODIST STUDENT MOVEMENT: Seated, L-R: Prof. VIda Wood, Phyllis Grimm, Standing:
Barry Wehrle, Bruce Gaff, Milton Gould, Rob Steedman.
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The whole-becoming man absorbs the
humanity of the past, assimilates it,
and begins the synthesis of the
unique fabric that he must use In
his self-construction. The texture of
the fabric is softened and refined by the
knowledge of the minds of men of
all times. It is colored by the
sensitivity of poetic souls whose
preserved expressions allow continuing
experience of those beauties and
truths which they poured into the
vessels of language.
Haiel E. Buti, Ph.D. Professor of English and
Chairman of the Division of Language and Lit-
erature.
Herbert G. Lee, M.A. Professor of English and Literature.
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Frances W. Ewbanic, Ph.D. Professor of
English.
Rosalie Glelm, M.A. Assistant
Professor of English.
Evelyn G. Van Til, M.S. Assistant Professor of English.
The sensitivity necessary to adequate
perception of the meanings of the word
symbols that house the mind and soul
of the past is awakened by discussion,
by disciplined study, and by an inter-
human discourse that exceeds the limits
of man's ability to symbolize or express.
George Fenstermacher, M.A., Assistant Professor of Ger
man and English.
L-R: Miss Van Til, Larry Austin, Butch Shepler, Christie Benson, Cliff Robertson, Jinn Woodland, John Virglnt, Ann Virgint.
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Julius J. Valberg, Dr. J. U., Associate Professor of Modern Languages and History.
John B. Janhen, M.A.Ed., Assistant Professor of French.
Richard L Steiner, M.A., Assistant Professor of French and Religro
39
Ofelia A. Burton, M.A., Assistant Professor of Spanisli. SPANISH CLUB, L-R: Rich Cummins, Marilyn McQueen
John Daly.
The vessels of language take on many
shapes and tempers which reflect the per-
sonalities of the cultures which create them.
Reflexively, those vessels tend to shape the
attitudes and to determine the perspectives
of their creators. Not all thoughts can be
thought in any one language. Hence, the
building of the whole man includes the
exploration of different systems of verbal-
izing the perception of reality
THE TROJAN PLAYERS, L-R: Jeanine Terhune, Jack Rozelle, Jean Rupp. Sonja Strahm. Mrs. Greathouse, Joan Templin, Barbara Durn-
baugh. Cliff Robertson.
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But the worth and beauty of lan-
guage is not in its composition, but
rather in its expression. It is an arched
door through which the whole-becom-
ing man may step into the sanctuaries
of the thoughts and feelings of other
men. Inadequate expression closes the
holy portals, and improper expression
violates the sanctuary.
Joan Templln and Cliff Robertson in "The Cfialk
Garden."
Jerry Higgins, M.A., Assistant Professor of Speech
and Drama.
ady$ M. Greathouse, M.A.Ed., Professor of Speech and Dramatics.
The Ilium
The preservation of the essence of a quantum of human experience in the confining vehicle of image and word
Jan Colwell, Student Picture Co-Editor
Sharon Leach, Faculty Editor
Bob Lovell, Sports Editor
Helen Selfried, Clubs-Organizations Editor
IStaff, 1966
equires exacting observation and discriminate recording by those who feel the heartbeat of the community.
Bob Connor, Editor-in-Chief
Barry Warner, Business Manager
Judy Ifft, Assistant Editor
Kathy Lixey, Student Picture Co-Editor
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Sonia Sfrahm
Feature Editor
Rich Anderson and Keith Doudt
Sports Co-Editors
Fran Weiss
Editor
The Echof
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If a communi+y is to provide an atmosphere
conducive to the development of the whole
man, it must give opportunity for statement,
rebuttal, and compromise. Men without voices
generally tend to be silent. The Echo is used as
an avenue of expression, information, and con-
troversy within the community which it serves.
Gordon Smith
Circulation Manager
Staff, 1966
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Dorsey W. Brause, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of
Education and Sociology, Assoc. Dean, Director
of Teacher Education, Chairman, Division of Edu-
cation.
The framework of the devel-
opment of complete humanity
takes on its clothing in many
ways; but the workmen who
mold its contours and polish its
surfaces possess the power to
aid or hinder construction. Theirs
is the responsibility of pounding,
of tensing and releasing, of hon-
ing, of filling, and of caressing
the minds of those who are
becoming.
Jennie E. Andrews, A.M., Professor of Elementary Education.
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George S. Haines, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
Ross C. Snyder, M.A.Ed., Associate
Professor of Education.
C. W. Hemmer, M.S., Assistant
Professor of Education.
The responsibility of bend-
ing the mass of twigs is one
that warrants extensive prep-
aration. The Taylor teacher
education program maintains
exacting standards for those
who go forth to "cultivate
the furrows of the mind."
(Hinkle)
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Charles D. Bromley, M.S.
Assistant Professor: Director
of Testing.
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, L-R: (front) Barbara Beanblossom, Judy Utiey, Sharon Osterhus. (middle)
Karen Huston, Judy .Swaback, Carol Grater, Sue Small, Lu Lang (back) Dave Phillips, Elaine Willis, Nelson Redlger,
Gayle Acheson, Larry Leistner.
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The academic year opened with a two-day faculty conference. Here, during a faculty synriposium, Dr. Elmer Nussbaum discusses graduate-mindedness, and
points out the number of graduates of certain colleges tfiat have earned doctoral degrees.
Faculty Study
Conference
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Mr. Richard E. Klinck (left), National "Teacher of the Year" and guest speaker-consultant for the Master-Teacher Convocation, visits with President Rediger
while Betty Jean Ruclcner awaits opportunity to greet the celebrity.
Master-Teacher
Convocation
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Donald H. Porter, Ph.D., Professor of Mathemat-
ics and Physics and Chairman of the Division
of Natural Sciences.
William A. Ewbank, M.A.,
Instructor in Mathennatics.
One has said that mathe-
matics is the language in
which God has written the
universe. Man's insatiable cu-
riosity has led him to at-
tempt to master that lan-
guage and make it his serv-
ant in the process of actual-
izing the substance of his
dreams.
Dale E. Wenger, M.A.,
Assistant Professor of
Mathematics.
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Elmer N. Nussbaum, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Director of Research and Special Training.
ALPHA PHI IOTA (Pre-Med Club): L.-R. Dan Shar, Prof. Gordon Krueger, Jack Ebright.
Robert C. Wolfe, M.A., Assistant Professor of Chemistry and Physics.
Using the language of mathe-
nnatics and the methods of sci-
ence, the scientist continues the
conquest of nature, making it
man's tool rather than his mas-
ter. The faces of the world's so-
cieties are being transformed by
his divinations. But the servant
has become ambivalent in the
hands of ambivalent men; so the
scientific Brahma now is faced
with the responsibility of creat-
ing both Vishnu and Sive, pre-
server and destroyer.
Gordon M. Krueger, A.M., Professor of Chemistry.
SCIENCE CLUB- L-R* Rick Shearer, Phil Myers, Donna Fridstrom, Eileen Starr, Dee
Friesen, Dr. Nussbaum, Steve Huser, Ray Woodcock, Bob Uhricli.
Roger Roth, M.S., Assistant Professor of Physics. James K. Lee, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry.
George W. Harrison, M.S., Assistant Professor of Biology. Elisabeth Poe, A.M., Professor of Biology.
Vida G. Wood, M.S., Professor of Biology.
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Harold A. Snyder, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biology.
The translucent veil that falls between
inanimate and animate continues to engage
the attention of life science. From the sky
above, the sea around, and the earth under
foot come the substances through which
is constructed and perpetuated the eternal
phantom, Life.
Dr. Harold Snyder heroically rescues Dr. Elmer
Njssbaum from the waters of Big Twin Lake
at AuSable Trails Camp and Biology Field Station
58
Au Sable Trails
Biology Field Station and Junior Science Camp
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While he has progressively mas-
tered the physical universe, man-
continues to have difficulty master-
ing himself. The increase in interde-
pendence seemingly has not been
paralled by greater depth of inter-
relatedness. He still considers his
guns to be more reliable than his
peace treaties. An inner contradic-
tion seems to lead man to destroy
as much as he constructs.
Grace D. Olson, A.M., Professor of History and
Chairman of the Division of Social Sciences.
"Human history becomes more
and more a race between edu-
cation and catastrophe." (H. G.
Wells) Man's study of man, past
and present, is an attempt to
prepare him for wholesome liv-
ing on both aggregate and in-
dividual levels.
Roger Jenkinson, M.A., Assistant
Professor of Geography and History.
Meredith C. Haines, M.A., Associate Professor of Social Science and Religion.
Darvin L Miller, B.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology.
r
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The whole-becoming Individual re-
alizes that he is complex, as is every
person complex, and that in order
to live in moral freedom, he must
understand himself, his fellows, and
society's influence on the individual.
If he does gain such understanding,
he can go beyond mere reaction to
a higher value, action.
Frank H. Roye, Th.D., Associate Professor
of Sociology.
William M. Loewen, M.A., Assistant Professor of Sociology.
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Philip Loy, M.A., Assistant
Professor of Political Science.
BUSINESS CLUB: L-R: Dave Ke+ner, Ken Flanigan, W.
L Ke+ner, Prof Van Sise, Rich Cumnnins.
John H. Carmichael, M.A., Assistant Professor of Business Administration.
Kenneth E. Van Sise, M.B.A., Associate Professor of Business and Economics.
63
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The splendor of being con-
scious of directed nnovement,
of responding physically to
the dictates of the mind, of
feeling warmth and cold, of
running so fast that the wind
changes directions, and of
experiencing the perpetual
freshness of well-being is a
high privilege of man, who
alone can perceive the relat-
edness, the interdependence
and the interaction of body,
mind, and spirit. The magnifi-
cence of physical man de-
mands cultivation or it be-
comes a tyranical decadence.
This cultivation is facilitated
at Taylor by a comprehensive
program of physical educa-
tion, including intramural and
inter-collegiate athletics.
George A. Glass, M.A.Ed., Assistant Pro-
fessor of Physical Education; Track Coach;
Head, Dept. of Physical Education.
Jack W. King, M.S.Ed., Assistant Professor of
Physical Education; Baseball Coach.
Robert W. Davenport, M.A.Ed., Assistant Pro- Don J. Odie, M.S., Associate Professor of Physi-
fessor of Physical Education; Football Coach. cal Education; Basketball Coach.
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PEMM CLUB, L-R: Row I: Joey Rice, Jan Smith. Row 2: Karen Huston, Gwen Moser, Cheryl Wehling,
Jean Hawk. Row 3: Ed DeVzies, Bill Kelley, Ron Guyer, Jerry Norquist, Miss Brueninger. Row 4: Keith Doudt,
Darrell Mooney, Don Francis, John Gregory.
Isabella Rogato, M.Ed., Assistant Professor of Physical
Education.
Ruth A. Breuninger, M.Ed., Assistant Professor of Christian Education and
Physical Education.
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The artistic soul feels the
rhythm of nature. Through the
deepness of this identification
with life, the creator experiences
a glimpse of truth and beauty.
The artist's insight is then woven
into the fabric of expression and
given to all men. The result is
that all who wish may also be-
come aware of, and feel more
deeply, the meaning of existence.
Charles K. Sims, M.M., Assistant Professor
of Music; Acting Chairman, Fine Arts Di-
vision.
Hilda L Steyer, M.M., Associate
Professor of Music.
A. Robert Buss, M.M., Assistant
Professor of Music.
Barbara Carruth, M.M., Assistant Professor of Music.
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Philip K. Kroelcer, M.M., Assistant Professor of Music.
Music releases our minds from
the restriction of time. The joy
of absorbing a masterpiece en-
larges and excites our aware-
ness of the breadth and capa-
bilities of the human creative
spirit.
Myron Colber, M.M., Assistant Professor of Music. Elaine Heath, A.B., Music Instructor.
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CHORAL, I-r. Row I; Hiroko Ogihara, Diane Kuhn, Carol Helfrick, Nancy Goodwine, Jan Darling, Jane Tannahill, Carol Coa+es, Irma Heiss, Kay Smith. Row 2: Renita
Sheesley, Leslie McGinty, Bonnie Dixon, Shirley Swaback, Myrle Yoh, Priscilla Hamilton, Mary Kay Burkhalter, Brenda Brennaman. Row 3: Charmalne Elliot,
Collin Myers, Roger Hedgpath, Wes Rediger, Stan Minks, Jim Gabriel, Marv Bechtel, Rod Steedman. Don Schaffer, Jan Brubaker. Row 4: Rich Cory, Stan
Ray, Sam Gloyd, Don Small, Gordon Krueger, Bob Brown, Norman Kafka, Ben Lester, Prof. Colber.
The Chorale and Band
BAND L-r. Row I: Nadine Harris, Louise Miller, Jack Rozelle, Shari McLario, Rosemary Clark, Marilyn McQueen. Row 2: Linda Wittenborn, Gerl Nelson, Carol
Marshall, Dave Bowermeister, Carol McClellan, Becky Monette, Karen Motz, Dan Schar. Row 3: Dave Showalter, Jud Lehman, Doug Schaffer, Tim Huffman, Ken
Eimer, Chuck Papp, Sharon Nye, Chuck Webber, Paul Ehrsam. Standing: Susie Rosberg, Barbara Coffing, Prof. Buss, Buddy Ropp.
a
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Rehearsals
A Finished Product
THE CHALK GARDEN, L-R: Cliff Robertson, Bonnie Dixon, Janie Bo+byl, Laurie David
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"... art always serves beau+y, and
beauty is delight in fornn, and form
is the key to organic life, since no
living thing can exist without it, so
that every work of art, including
tragedy, expresses the joy of exist-
ence." (Pasternak)
Jack D. Patton, M.A.Ed., Associate
Professor of Art.
Jewel Shotwell puts final touches on an oil painting.
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Elaine Willis
Mary Alice Porter
Senior Recitalists
Judy Utiey
Irma Heiss
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SOC-PSY-ETY: Seated: Sharon Oestreicher, Ruth Hoffman. Standing;
Dan Conley, Larry Bennett, Don Allbaugh, Lane Crosby.
JUDICIARY BOARD MEMBERS
(not pictured)
Mr. Sam Del Camp, Advisor
Sam Shellhammer, Chm.
Bonnie Bennett, secy.
Sharon Steiner
Carol Richardson
Sue Small
Gall Hansbrough
Ron Philpot
Ben Lester
NURSES: l-r; Mrs. Lil Haakonson, Head Nurse; Joan Wagner,
Eileen Rolfe.
WHO'S NEW STAFF; Seated; Jane Van Vessem, Carolyn Myhre. Standing; Lu
Lang, Linda Mortenson, Judy Ifft, Sandy Coryell, Carolyn Borg, Cheryl Halle.
EDUCATION OFFICE STAFF
(secretaries)
Mrs. Ross Snyder, secretary to
Dr. George Haines.
Miss Ann Eckerly, secretary to
Dr. George Haines.
Mrs. Ruth Boyd, secretary to
Dr. Dorsey Brause.
Mrs. Margaret Carlson, secretary to
Prof. Ross Snyder.
Head Residents
We, as students, provide the head
residents of our dorms with much
work to do. It is their responsibility
to make sure that everything is run-
ning smoothly and according to Tay-
lor's policy.
Mrs. Margaret Brown
M.C.V/. and Swallow Robin
Mr. Tony Ladd
Wengalz Hall
Mr. Jack Van Vessem
Samnny Morris Hall
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wMr. William Habeggar, COORDINATOR OF CONSTRUC-
TION, works to make tangible the efforts, prayers and gifts
of many. His [ob is time consuming and long, for the goals
of progress are high.
ALUMNI OFFICE STAFF; Ruth Allen, Karen Powell, Mrs. Shippy.
"Alumni Ed" is a familiar name to every student,
faculty member and graduate. His contacts with
you while in school and after graduation make
you realize that there is a personal as well as an
academic concern for the individual at Taylor.
Mailing and
Duplicating
The responsibility for the pro-
duction and mailing of many of
the campus publications as well
as the printing of tests and gen-
eral papers lies within the area
of this organization.
Mr. Oliver Godfrey
Manager
OFFICE STAFF, l.-r.; Nettle Fleming, Florence Clouse, Marjorle Collins, Grace Burroughs.
CAFETERIA STAFF, R.-L, Row I; Mary Poling, Ruby Crull, Allie Walker, Inez Nelson, Thelma Pa+ton, Mary Adams, Viola Bjrket, Geneva White, Goldie Eck, Peter
Guarnerl. Row 2; Joe Bierman, manager, Ruth Trees, Jane Christy, Lois Rickner, Veronica McCarney, Edna Corn, Bob Biddle, Dave Adams, Dan Adams.
Taylor students realize a great
benefit in the Prophet Company.
Wkether it is a regular meal in
the cafeteria, a formal banquet
or a "social snack" in the grill,
there is some connection with
the Prophet people.
Grill Manager
Nettie Stevens
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MAINTENANCE: Row I; Dale Burket, Gordon McDonald, Mary Lou Kitts, John Cluck, Don Heer, Bruce Lake. Row 2; Dwight Monroe, Lyie Connor, Lora Trout, Ralph
Boyd, Charles Clouse.
Maintenance and Housekeepers
Maintain Physical Plant
HOUSEKEEPERS: Row 1; Zelma Slain, Catherine Shatto, Ruth Cluck, Dessle King, Muriel Meeks. Row 2; Ada Harrell, Gladys King, Ennaline Pierce, Ruth Troyer.
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Mrs. Lavonne Owen and the new, effective switch-
board system help connect both campus and out-
side callers for a business call or a friendly chat.
Pencils, paperbacks, cards and trinkets cover the
floors, walls and shelves of the Taylor Bookstore.
Mr. and Mrs. Loewen, Lavonna Shockey and Mrs.
Gordon Zimmerman work hard to fulfill the needs
of a growing campus.
The daily routine at Taylor would not be com-
plete without checking th P.O. at least once a
day. Mrs. Anna Holdcroft is continually filling
your box with an advertisement, campus mail or
that long-awaited letter from .
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Students
81
DAN KASTELEIN
JUDY KASTELEIN
AL LANG
RODNEY TAYLOR
JUDY SWABACK
82
RON OAKERSON
Who's
American Colleges
i/Vho in
ind Universities
Senior Class
OFFICERS: Row I; Christie Shafer. Judy Sv
back, Sally Sandford. Row 2; Phil Myers, La
Leistner, Ken Flanigan, John Roush. Bill Kelly,
Svend Abrahamsen
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Donald Allbaugh
Logansport, Ind.,
Roberta Aller
Orange, Calif.,
Carolyn Andersen
Closter, N.J.
Susan Appleby
Farmington, Mich
M. Dennis Austin
Hazel Park, Mich.
Norine Bassett
Sanbury, Pa.,
David Baugh
Evansville. Ind.,
Jim Bauguess
I^^B^^I
Dayton, Ohio
Barb Beanblossom
Highland, Ind.,
Norman Beclcwith
Durand, Mich.,
^^^mTJudith BordersMishawaka, Ind.
Carolyn Borg ^^B ^^^r ^^^to
Holdrege, Nebr. in
Steve Bowman
HliH
Pasadena, Calif. ^^K^B^^^
Daniel Bruce ^BPI^^^^
Amherst, Ohio ^K 1
Judy Carlson ^^^^^ j^w
Minneapolis, Minn. t/KKfjfKft ^^^
Barbara Carver
Monroe, Ind., y/k j^-
j
Edgar Cline
^K. ^**'**i.
Mooreland, Ind., JHst **^^^
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4?5s»
David Dickey
Espyville. Pa.
David Dllley
Frankfort, Ind.
Elsie Fogle
Harlan, Ind.
Sid Forsyth
Britton, Mich.
Donald Francis
Upland, Ind.
Dee Friesen
Innnan, Kansas
Robert Casey
Galion. Ohio
Beverly Cauble
Pekln, Ind.
Elizabeth Clint
Elmhurst, III.
Barton Comstock
Wichita, Kansas
Joseph Corey
Albion, Mich.
Ed DeVries
Demotte, Ind.
Judith Dick
Hale Corners, Wis.
Barb Durnbaugh
Lagro, Ind.
Bob Eller
Troy. Mich.
Gloria Gates
Lake City, Minn.
Carol Grater
Westmont, N.J.
Nancy Gray
Detroit, Mich.
Ken Guild
Foxboro, Mass.
Norman Guillaume
Fort Wayne. Ind.
Barbara Gurney
Lincoln Park, Mich.
Barbara Gregor
Union City, Pa.
James Hamilton
Kettering, Ohio
Larry Harvey
Columbia City, Ind.
Rebecca Harvey
Fairmount, Ind.
Onley Heath
Florence, Ind.
Irma Heiss
Carleton, Mich.
Kay Hemingway
Fiammond. Ind.
Marge HIatt
Portland, Ind.
Roberta Hiatt
Waukegon. Ohio
Ruth Hoffman
Milwaukee, Wis.
Lois Horst
Orrville, Ohio
Ted Hover
Anderson, Ind.,
Steve Huser
Geneva, Ind.,
Karen Huston
Shiloh, Ohio.,
David Johnson
Kenosha, Wis.,
Gary Jones
Bellefontaine, Ohi^
Dorothy Kalb
Bloomville, Ohio,
Dan Kastelein
Farmland, Ind.,
Judy Kastelein
W. Orange, N.J.
Ronald Kregel
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Allen Lang
Wheaton, III.,
Lu Lang
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Sandra LaRose
Reading, Pa.,
Charles Leach
Pickford, Mich.
Larry Leistner
Berne, Ind.,
Arthur Livingston
Cresskill, N.J.,
Rich Locltman
Milwaukee, Wis.
Roger Loewen
Upland, Ind., .
James McKay
Ft. Wayne Ind.,
Mary Melvin
Racine, Wis.,
Marilyn Monce
Urbana, Ind.,
Gwen Moser
Charlestown, Ind.,
Philip Myers
Havertown, Pa.
Carol Marshall
Chatsworth, III.,
Josiah Njagu
S. Rhodesia, Afric.
Jerald Norqulst
Peor
Sally Peterson
Upland, Ind.,
Suzanne Peterson
Chicago
Ann Phillips
Madison, Ind
Karen Plueddemann
Midland, Mich.,
Mary Porter
Upland, Ind.,
Terry Porter
Marion, Ind.,
^''<^^-^^'^' \'<*^
Ruth Pulls
Billings Mont.
James Rahn
Livingston. N.J.
Nelson Rediger
Upland Ind.,
Daniel Reedy
Harrison, Ohio.
Timothy Reeves
Greenville, III.,
James Richard
Santa Barbara Calit.,
James Robertson
Roanoke, Va.
Susan Rosberg
Kennedy, Minn.,
Frederick Shearer
South Bend Ind.,
Jewel Shotwell
Upper Montclair, N.J
Robert Steedman
Cleveland Ohio.
Sonja Strahm
Decatur, Ind.,
Judy Swabacic
Elmhurst, III.,
Rodney Taylor
Westchester, Pa.
Robert Schmitz
Carlos, Ind.
Susan Small
Upper Montcia
Janis Sprunger
,
Ind.,
Joan Templln
Flushing N.Y.
Allen Thiessen
Wayzata, Minn.,
George Thompson
Holland Ohio.,
Robert Uhrlch
Portsmouth, Ohio.,
Judy Utiey
Princeton, Ind.,
Sharon VanSickle
Peoria, III.,
Freda Van WinkI
Warren, Ind.,
Kenneth Walker
Flint, Mich.,
Diane Weedon
Hammond, Ind.,
Frances Weiss
'/ Elmhurst. III.
Thomas Whittendale
Locust Valley, N.Y.,
Elaine Wil
Milton, Ky.,
Sandra Wonderly
Orlando, Fla.,
Ronald Oakerson
Marion, Ind.,
Sharon Oestreicher
Berwyn, 111.,
Junior Class
OFFICERS, l-r; Jerry Lindell, Peggy Rowe, Ron
Shugart, Barb Johansen, Bob Shuler, Elaine Saun-
ders, John McDougall.
Ava Addy
Gosport, Ind.,
Rich Anderson
Columbia City, Ind
Marjorie Andes
Conneaut, Ohio.,
Larry Austin
Hazel Park, Mich.
Barbara Barnh
Norwood, Ohio
Carol Batdorf
Elyria, Ohio
Tim Battles
Orlando, Fla.,
Carol Baudino
Milwaukee, Wi
Kathleen Brock
Waynesboro, Va.,
Sheldon Burkhalter
Apple Creek, Ohic
Peter Carlson
Park Ridge, N.J.
Carol Chumney
Walton, Ind.,
Mike Claphan
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Charlotte Clark
Roanoke, Ind.,
Paul Cochrane
Patchogue, N.Y.
Robert Connor
Upland Ind.,
Clifford Cox
Lake Village, Ind
Richard Cummins
Inkster, Mich.,
John Daly
Augusta, S.C,
Warren Day
Kansas City, Kansas
'""^^^^^^^H
Dale Dickey
Espyville, Pa.
Debra Diemer
Pekin, III.,
Keith Doudt
Columbia City, Ind.
Fred Downs
Gallon, Ohio.,
Noelle Duling
Flint, Mich.,
Elaine Dupuls
Holland, Ohio.,
Jack Ebrighf
Genesee, III.,
Marcia Edgett
Bay City, Mich.,
Kathleen Forsyth
Britton, Mich.,
Paul Frykholm
Belvidere, I
Bruce Gaff
LaOtto, Ind.,
Rich Graffis
Kewanna. Ind.,
Phyllis Grimm
Glen Ellyn, II.
Arnold Grover
Wyoming, Mich.
Bill Groia
Gary. Ind.,
Sue Gardner
Winchester. Mass.
Beverly Gnade
Midland Park. N.J
Garry Goffin
Wallace, Mich.,
Dick Gygi
Elkhart, Indiana
Irene Hageman
Plalnfleld. N.J.
John Halbroolt
Ashland, Ky.,
Cindra Hall
Marion, Ind.,
Byron Hamrick
Heagland, Ind.,
Bill Hannaford
Manilla, Philippines
&ayle Hansbrough
Pontiac, III.,
Michael Haynes
Kendallvllle, Ind.,
Richard Hensley
Marion, Ind.,
Mike Hey
Columbia City, Ind.,
Rachel Hoisington
Adrian. Mich
Lynn Hollenbach
Buffalo, N.Y.
Robert Hunter
Oak Park, III.,
Barb Johansen
Riverdale, N.J.
Carol Johannides
Battle Creek, Mich.
Claire Johnson
Rockford, III.,
Judy Johnson
Glyn Ellyn, III.
Jane Kettleson
Port-Au-Prince. Haiti
Kathleen Kubilc
Vinton., Iowa
Sharon Laughlin
Lima, Ohio
Kirk Lyons
Marion, Ohio
Dave Mathew
Ohio City, Ohio
Tom McCabe
Wheaton, III.,
John McDougall
Birmingham, Mich.,
Ben Lester
Wyoming, Mich
Gerald Lindell
Indianapolis, Ind.
Bob Love!!
West Bridgewate
Mark Meier
Kemmerer, Wyomli
Mary Morgan
Wickllffe, Ohio
Jim Morris
Somervllle, N.J.,
Linda Mortenson
Farmington, Mich
Jane Myers
Fountain City, Ind
Geraldine Nelson
Noorefield, Nebr.,
Bill Nering
South Bend, Ind.,
Carolyn Oman
Rockfield, I
Sharon Osferhus
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nancy Perlcinson
Noblesville, Ind.,
Betsy Petterson
Westfield, N.J.,
Dave Phillips
Jonesboro, Ind.,
Russ Potter
Lansing, Mich
Beth Preston
Adrian, Mich,,
Jim Raikes
Walton, Ind.,
Charles Reeves
Richnnond, Ind.,
Patsy Rieger
Wayland, Mich
JoEllen Rice
Dubuque, Iowa
Carole Richardson
Peoria, 111..
Mary Rolfs
Cincinnati, Ohio.,
Dale Rust
Skokie, III..
Elaine Saunders
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Thomas Schultz
chanan, Mich
Martha Sharp
Congerville. I
David Showalter
Marion. Ind.,
Ronald Shugart
Jonesboro, Ind.,
Robert Shuler
Santa Ana, Calif
Karen Smerilc
Celina, Ohio
Marilyn Serpe
Chicago
Sam Shellhamer
Wabash. Ind.,
Richard Sherman
Bloomfield, N.J.,
James Smith ii W
Lorain, Ohio
Janet Smith
f^^% jMMHh
Desplaines, III
1 "^ J^Rosalee Smith
North Platte, Nebr., ^^•Y^^3Bil»
Edward Smyth ^^H ^^!!9|L
Marshall Mich., ^^A ^wjj^n^^
Leslie Squires
Attica, Ohio
Eileen Starr
Davison, Mich.,
Sharon Stelner
Ft. Wayne, Ind
Don Small
Upper Montclair, N.J.
Charles Stevens
Londonderry, Ohio
Schuyler Townsend
Kingstown, R.I.
Jane Van Vessem
Nauet, N.Y.
Joan Wagner
Los Angeles, Cal.
Sandra Way
Indianapolis, Ind.
Myrle Yoh
Van Wert, Ohio
Darlyne Young
Feasterville, Pa.
Sally Zart
Minneapolis, Minn.
Barry Wehrle
Newarlt, N.J.
Bill Williams
Matthews, Ind.
Alice Wise
Needham, Mass.
Mark Whitney
Albion, Mich.
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Sharilyn Barfon
Grosse lie, Mich.,
Vera Bauer
Ransomville N.Y.
Ted Baumgartner
Bluffton, Ind.,
Judith Beitler
Berne, Ind.,
Kenneth Bell
Colllngswood. N.J.
Bonnie Bennett
Miami, Fla.,
Sherri Berends
Fruitport, Mich
Laraine Betz
Belding, Mich
Gayle Acheson
Monroeville, Ind
Allen Amstutz
Fort Wayne, Ind,
Sue Amt
Elkhart, Ind.,
Bill Andrews
W. Lebanon, Ind
Diane Arendsee
Tuslog, APO, N.Y.
Priscilla Arnold
Hastings, Mich
Dorothy Badskey
N. Manchester, Ind
John Babian
GrassLalce, Mich
Robert Barr
Boyertown, Pa.,
Leslie BartleH
Indianapolis, Ind
Sophomore Class
OFFICERS, l-r; Prof Sims, Serry Gordon, Ron
Clark, Nancy Racks, Clint Parker, Jan Peterson,
Ken O'Brien, Karen Yount, Gene Habecker.
Virgil Bohn
N. Adams, Mich.,
Jean Bonecutter
Butler, ind.,
Karen Boyer
Beloit, Wis.,
Julie Broman
Sunnyvale, Calif.,
Diana Bueker
Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Jayne Christian
Watertord, Conn.,
Russell Clark
Upland, Ind.,
Barbara Coffing
Rochester, Ind.,
Larry Collins
Palestine, III.,
Jay Comstock
Wichita, Kans.,
David Connover
Cincinnati, Ohio
Gladys Connor
Upland, Ind.,
Gerry Cook
N. Delhi, India
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Ralph Cory
Springfield, Ohio
Louis Costanzo
Clifton, N.J.,
Mary Crabb
Hammond, Ind.,
Ted Cryer
Ellicott City, Md.,
Dan Curtis
Paxton, III.,
Andrew Dale
Taipeh, Taiwan.,
Jane Darling
Perry, Mich.,
Carolyn Delhi
Auburn, Ind.,
Gary Dennis
Lancaster, Pa.
Judy Dowden
Indianapolis, Ind
Dan Duchardt
Hillsdale, N. Y.,
Bob Duell
Yonkers, N.Y.,
Diane Elliott
Grafton, Ohio
102
Sharon Dexter
Columbia City, Ind
Bonnie Dixon
Corunna, Mich.,
Ruth Dowden
Livingston, N. J.,
Linda Elliott
New Paris, ind.,
Dave Engeseth
Wheaton, ill-
Ken Enright
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Chuck Fa+tore
Detroit, Mich.,
Dale Ferris
Erie, Pa.,
Patrlcia Fields
Indieinapolis, 1 nd.
Roy Flanary
Lebanon, Ind.,
Sandra Flannigan
Pierpont, Ohio.,
Lynn Freeland
Frankfort, Ind.,
Larry Fricke
Wheatfield, Ind.
Bruce Gee
Lansing, Mich
Barbara Gerig
Grabill, Ind.,
Carolyn Giegler
Oak Park, III.,
David Giegler
Oak Park, III.,
Sam Gloyd
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Elaine Goodman
Detroit, Mich
Nancy Goodwine
Utica, Mich.,
Jerry Gordon
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
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Milfon Gould
Foxboro, Mass.,
David Gray
Cleveland, Ohio
Liisa Greenstein
Canterbury, Conn.,
John Gregory
Seymour, Ind.,
Gene Habeclcer
Lebanon, Pa.,
Karen Halfast
Kokomo, Ind.,
Priscllla Hamilton
Springfield, Ohio
Robert Hart
Ecuador, S.A.
Carol Hautamaki,
Detroit, Mich
Carol Helskell
Lawrenceburg, Ind
Bronwyn Hemmlg
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Margaret Hewson
East Chicago, III.
Roger Hinkle
Boehning, Ind,,
Gretchen Hubbard
Indianapolis, Ind
Judith Ifft
W. Springfield, Pa
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Roy Herbster
Lakeville, Ind.,
Ellen Hertel
VanWert, Ohio
Paul Hess
Sterling, Ul.,
Lynn Irwin
Crown Point, Ind.,
Dan Johnson
Munster, Ind.,
Joan Johnson
Wheaton. III.,
Rollin Karnehm
Piqua, Ohio
Linda Karwoski
Wheaton
Dan Keller
Lansing, Mich
Dave Ketner
Wheaton, I
Nancy Kitson
Eldorado, Ohio
David Knauss
Brookside, N.J.,
Jud Lehman
Bloomfield, Mich
Jo Liechty
Loudonville, Ohio
Jim Linlcenbacic
Cedar Rapids, Mich
Martha Littrell
Griffith, Ind.,
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Gary Lybarger
Hoagland, Ind.,
Evelyn Monce
Urbana, Ind.,
Jane Marshall
Marshall, Mich.,
Marilee Martin
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Frank Marxer
Muskegon, Mich.,
Darrell Mayne
Lincoln Park, Mich.,
Marilyn McAlister
Montvllle, N.J.,
Richard McCracken
Marion, Ind.,
Glenn McCroskery
E. Orange, N. J.,
Asher McDanie
Wabash, Ind.,-
Lois McFariand
Marlon, Ind.,
Leslie McGinty
Mansfield, Ohio
Sue McLaughlin
Wabash, Ind.,
Marilyn McQueen
Madison, Ind.,
Kathy Meyer
Maywood, III.,
Arnold Miller ^^p.ar ««V
Marion, Ind.,
Mary Mills
Huntington, Ind, ^R '«frin
Mike Mitchell 1 iL —^ /
Waukegan, III.,
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Georgia Modjeska
Peoria, III.,
Darrell Mooney
New Castle, Pa.,
Karen Moti
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
John Moul+on
Willlamsville, N.Y.,
Ken Musselman
Riversid
Carolyn Myhre
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.,
Mary Lou Napolltano
Livonia, Mich.,
Nancy Nelson
Archbold, Ohio,
Becky Njniey
Henderson, Ky..
Kenneth O'Brien
Mt. Clemens, Mich
Dave Odie
Upland, Ind
Wendy Oltrogge
Bridgeville, Pa.,
Randy Owsley
Pekln, Ind.,
Clinton Parker
Fall River, Mass.,
Priscilla Pennington
Brook Haven, Pa
Charles Percival
Norfolk, Va.,
Richard Petersen
Aurora, III.,
Richard Peterson
Allendale, N.J.,
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Susan Peterson
Skokie, III.,
Vicki Pflaumer
\.'*^ w Lebanon, OhioCharlene Phillips
Grabill, Ind.,
Rex Pierce
Lewisville, Ind.,
Priscilla Robb
Spencerport, N.Y
David Rotman
Holland, Mich.,
Dan Schar
Bloomville Ohio
Clair Scheele
Sheboygan, Wis.,
Jim Schneider
Billings, Mont.,
Helen Seifried
St. Paul, Minn
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Alan Rupp
Pettlsville, Oh
Judy Rupp
Stryker, Ohio
Don Schatfer
Fort Wayne, Ind
Douglas Shaffer
Spencerville, Ohio
Roger Sharp
Marlon, Ind.,
Richard Shaw
Newark, Ohio
Tom Shroba
N. Plainfleld, N.J.,
Gordon Smith
Oreland,Pa.,
Celina, Ohio
Cheri Spangle
Ft. Wayne. Ind.,
Janis Sprunger
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Janice Simpson
Norwood. Ohio
William Siepel
Hanna City, I
Dawn Singley
Fanwood, N.J
Joyce Spurgeon
Seymour, Ind.,
John Stoltzfus
Ocean City, N.J.
David Stouse
Kokomo, Ind.,
Shirley Swabacit
Elmhurst, III.,
Larry Swanson
Belvidere, ML,
Pat Tate
Indianapolis, Ind
Carey Taylor
Williamsport, Pa.
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Priscilla Ten Eyck
Tenafly. N.J.
Caroljean Tenant
E. Lansing, Mich.
Arlene Thompson
Wayzata, Minn.
John TIndall
Frankfort, Ind.
field, N.J.
John Virgint
Troy, Ohio
Loren Wanner
Geneva, Ind.
Bruce Weber
Setauket, N.Y.
Margaret Wejiand
Westfield, N.J.
Mike Wilson
Coshocton, Ohio
Larry WIckler
Kirkland, III.
no
Daniel Ward
Wheaton, I
Barry Warner
Lincoln Park, Mich.
Frank Weaver
Wakeman, Ohio
Freshman Class
OFFICERS, l-r; Prof Jenkinson, Pete Carlson, Sue
Ballantyne, Stan Minks, Barb Phinney, Margo Wil-
liamson, Bob Wolgemuth, Arnie Book.
Annette Benton
Fort Wayne Ind.
Sharon Binder
Bad Axe, Mich.
Serald Boldenow
Lansing, III.
Arnold Book
Frederick, Md.
Michael Boss
Colunnbus, Ohio
Jane Botbyl
Elmer, N.J.
Betty Bothwell
Gas City, Ind.
Charles Bowman
Valparaiso, Ind.
Devee Boyd
Upland, Ind.
Greg Brendel
Marion, Ind.
Richard Atkinson
Marion, Indiana
James Austin
Hazel Park, Michigan
Cheryl Ayers
Churubusco, Ind.
Vicki Bartlett
Indianapolis, Ind
Brenda Brenneman
Portersvllle, Pa.
Marge Breunlnger
Coafsville. Pa.,
Ken Brix
Westfield, N.J.,
Charles Bruerd
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Mary Burkhalter
India
Renee Burldialter
Apple Creek, Ohio
Barb Bur+ch
Petoskey, Mich.
Frank Bush
Blnghamton, NY
Esther Campbell
N. Haven, Mich.,
Bill Campbell
Waterloo, Ind.,
Dennis Cart
LaGrange Ind.,
Bette Christensen
Chicago, II
Gayle Claudon
Wheaton,
Sara Clark
Gaston, Ind.,
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Carol Coates
Indianapolis, Ind.
Carol Clubine
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Maurie Conner
Marion, Ind.
Margaret Conni
Kulpmont, Pa.
Pat Conniff
Cheektowaga, N.Y,
Linda Cook
Bulter, Pa.
Lynda Cotter
Arclrbold. Ohio
Cynthia Cuthbertson
Birch Run, Mich.
John D'Alessandro
Verlene Dallmann
Upland, Nebr.
Dan Danne,
Indianapolis. Ind.
Laurie David
Randolph, Mass.
Dave Dean
Dallas, Texas
Laura DeBruyn
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dave Diamond
Corunna, Mich.
John Diamond
Barrington, R.l.
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Vicki Duke
Middlefown, Ind.
Sheryl Duling
Flint, Mich.
Jane Dunwoody
Yorkshire, Ohio
Kenneth Eimer
LLC, New York
Nancy Ell
Cory, Ind.
John Emery
Columbia, S. America
Lynne Erickson
Valparaiso, Ind.
Marjorie Ferris
Detroit, Mich.
Kasper Fitins
Lansdale, Pa.
Steve Foemme
Sheboygan, Wis,
Ronald Folian
Detroit, Mich.
Joe Fritzche
Coflingswood, N.J.
Tony Garton
Winchester, Mass.
David Gllllland
Cory, Pa.
Bill Gindhart
Monroeville, N.J.
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Charyin Forman
Rockford
Mary French
Eastford, Conn.
Joan Fridstrom
Chicago, I
Ann Glazier
Vassar, Mich.
Betty Graffis
Kewanna, Ind.
Linda Graves
Owensboro, Ky.
Carol Green
Kearny, N.J.
Ann Marker
Mineral Wells, Texas
Carol Harmon
Marion, Ind.
Carolyn Grenzebach
Washington, III.
David Guinn
Marion, Ind.
Muriel Habldrk
Flint, Mich.
Nadine Harris
Mt. Cory, Ohio
Robert Hautamaki
Detroit, Mich.
Melinda Hauk
Bluffton, Ind.
Marilyn Hay
Lansing, Mich.
Robert Hayes
Huron, Ohio
Cindy Heidel
Milwaukee, Wis.
Richard Helfrieh
Larwill, Ind.
/;5
Mary Hendershott
Parma, Mich.
Denita Henderson
Detroit, Mich.
Marcia Hendrickson
Elkhart, Ind.
John Hess
Roanoke, Va.
Kevan Hicks
Valley Station, Ky.
Mary Hicks
Crawfordsville, ind.
Martha Holsington
Adrian, Mich.
Allen Jackson
Mlddleburg, Ind,
Charles Jaggers
Cincinnati, Ohio
Linda Jurd
Lennon, Mich.
Robert- Keller
Upland, Ind.
Eugene Kent
Durand, Mich.
Diana Ketring
Fountain City, Ind.
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Jerry Johnson
Thornton, Ind.
Steve Johnson
Shawnee Mission, Kansa
Linda Jordan
Dunkirk, Ind.
Julia Kindlesparger
Upland, Ind.
Charlotte Kingsbeury
E. Kirtley
Shipshewana, Ind.
Lynne Koetz
Glenvlew, III.
Diane Kuhn
Charlotte, N.C.
Sharon Leach
Kansas City, Mo
Robert Leger
Milwaukee Wis.
Gregg Lehman
Berne. Ind.
Jayne Lesher
Trevorton, Pa.
Kathy Lixey
East Tawas, Mich.
Karen Lochiatto
Newton, Mass
Howard Loewen
Upland, Ind.
Pamela Long
Holly, Mich.
David Lorenc
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Mike Loux
Indianapolis, Ind.
Diane Lundquist
Chicago, III.
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Tamara Malenlalc
Gary, Ind.
Cynthia Martin
Dayton, Ohio
Jennifer Martin
Oxford, Ind.
Clarice McCarthy
Niles, Mich.
Carol McClellan
North Platte, Nebr.
James McClung
ndianapolis, Ind.
Kathryn McCormicIc
Webster City, Iowa
Fred McEwen
E. McKeesport, Pa.
Gordon Mendenhall
Farmland, Ind.
Margaret Metcalf
Marlon, Ind.
Ronald Metcalfe
Marion, Ind.
Brenda Meyer
Indianapolis, Ind.
Joan Miller
Roclcford, Ohio
Louise Miller
Angola. Ind.
Larry Milnes
Lebanon, Ind.
Stan Mints
Logansport, Ind.
Randy Mohler
Toledo, Ohio
Rebecca Monette
Yankton, S. Dakota
Stephen Moody
Sparta, III.
Coni Moore
Dayton, Ohio
Jeanne Morford
Arcadia, Ind.
Rebecca Morris
Lansing, Mich.
Ronald Mortenson
Farmington, Mich.
Cynthia Moser
Syracuse, Ind.
Randall Mughmaw
Amboy, Ind.
Richard Muller
Allenhurst, N.J.
Collin Myers
Warsaw, N.Y.
Carole Nussbaum
Morton, III.
Steven Oldham
Kokomo, Ind.
Larry Oros
Wyoming, Mich.
Duane Osborn
Willsiire, Ohio
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Jackie Oswald
North Platte, Nebr
Jerry Owens
Rockford, III.
James Ozias
Short Hills, N. J.
Robert Parb
Marion, Ind.
Richard Poland
ngham Maine
John Porter
Upland. Ind.
Diane Powe
Racine, Wise.
Trudy Prendergast
Yorktown, Ind.
Lauriann Pritchard
Ixonia, Wise.
Richard Pyle
West Grove, Pa.
Marilyn Randall
Park Ridge, III.
Jessie Randolph
Kettering, Ohio
Nancy Ransbottom
Rockford, Ohio
Barbara Rasler
Larange, Ind.
James Reed
Lyons, Ind.
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Alice Rei+enour
Portland, Ind.
Pamela Reynolds
New Castle, Ind.
Linda Rice
Bridgeville. Penn.
Anita Richards
Tyrone, Pa.
Karen Riehle
New Carlisle, Ohio
Paul Rork
Ridgewood, N.J.
Joan Schalble
Shiloh, N.J.
Connie Scott
Mobile, Ala.
Kathleen Sears
Russell, Pa.
Harry Sharp
Port Morris, N.J.
Renita Sheesley
Middletown, Pa.
Carolyn Sherwood
Kokomo, Ind.
John Shultz
Marion, Ind.
Doug Sizemore
Livonia, Mich.
Linda Small
Jonesboro, Ind.
Pat Small
Jonesboro, Ind.
Kay Smith
Greenville, Ohio
Glenn Smith
Lorain, Ohio
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Becky Smith
Minneapolis. Minn.
Reglna Smith
Portland. Ind.
Roger Smitten
Grandville. Mich.
Ronald Soloc
Durand. Mich.
Richard Spence
Elkton, Md.
Martha Staight
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Roger Stark
Columbus, Ohio
Richard Stebbins
Mahaffey. Penn.
Mary Jo Stelma
Grand Rapids, Mich
Dion Stevens
Indianapolis, Ind.
Mary Streby
Aldan. Penn.
Sandra Stucky
Berne, Ind.
Tim Sumner
Hammond, Ind.
Sam Taylor
Van Buren, Ind.
James Tesdall
Aurora, III.
Nancy Tessler
Wickliffe, Ohio
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Darrell Thompson
Marion, Ind.
Edna Thompson
Akron, Mich.
Joe Thompson
Indianapolis, Ind.
Thomas Thompson
Three Rivers, Mich.
Sharyn Vinson
Sheboygan, Wis.
Anne Marie Virgint
Troy. Ohio
Sandra Thornberry
Westfield, Ind.
Richard Trapp
Kingstown, R.I.
Richard Turner
Cincinnati, Ohio
Steven Ulm
Waterloo, Ind.
Jane Van Harlingen
Kettering, Ohio
Cheryl Weaver
Martinsville, Ind.
Douglas Webb
Binghamton, N.Y.
Charles Webber
Sayville, N.Y.
Janice Weeks
Glenviev/, III.
Sondra Welty
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Susan Wenzel
North Aurora, III.
Curtis Whiteman
Wheaton, III.
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Margo Williamson
Peoria, 111.
Robert Witmer
Brown City, Mich.
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Pat Yocum
Roann. Ind.
Paula Young
Richmond, Ind.
Janet Doherty
Petoskey, Mich
Tom Dorton
Gas+on, Ind.,
Judy Dowdon
Indianapolis. Ind
Lois Golian
S. River, N.J.
Jerry Goodson
Fountain C. Ind.
Mary Hare
Villa Park, III.
Donald Herron
Gaston, Ind.,
Sally Holllster
Auburn, Mich.,
Jim Jerele
Clearwater, Fla.
David Myers
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Elaine Ourly
Wheaton, III.,
Barb Phinney
Aldan, Pa.,
Judy Reeves
Greenville, 111.
Orlena Rathel
Gaston, Ind.,
Tim Saylor
Valparaiso, Ind.
Jon Schuberf
Columbia C. Ind.
Marcia Slosson
Crown Point, Ind.
Lois Squires
Galion, Ohio
Bill Furman
Northumberland,
James Walker
Flint, Mich
Oralee Wauterlelt
Chicago, III..
Phillip Wilson
Hartford l»d.,
Jack Wood
Darien, Conn.,
Karen Yount
West Milton, Oh.
Marlene Fuller
New Carlisle. Ohio
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L-R Dan Kastelein, President, Pete Carlson, V. Pres.
Student Council
Committees
Finance Committee
L-R Lane Crosby, Diane Ketring,
Bob Casey—Chm., Roy Flanary.
Student
Academic
Affairs
Seated: Irene Hageman Standing:
L-R Ron Oakerson, Chm., Harry
Shepler, Rodney Taylor, Warren
Day, Ray Woodcock.
Organizations
Committee
Seated: Liisa Sreenstein Standing:
L-R Onley Heath, Chm., Jay Corn-
stock and Gary Short,
1
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Service
Committee
L-R: Dan Keller, Gene Bell, Chn
Kevan Hicks, Paul Hess
Public Affairs
Committee
L-R: Dave Bleivik, Chuck Leach, Ron Kregel.
Chm., Harry Shepler, Tom McCabe.
Social
Committee
Seated L-R: Clarice McCarthy, Lynne
Freeland Standing L-R: Joanne Johnson,
Chm., Irene Hageman, Leslie McGinty,
Bill Groza.
Inter-
Class
Council
Seated L-R: Muriel Hab-
klrlt, Sandy Wonderly, Shar-
on Osterhus, Sue Peterson.
Standing L-R: Larry Leist-
ner, Chm., Dan Kastelein,
Jerry Lindell, Gene Ha-
becker.
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THE TRUTH WHICH SETS US FREE
Help us Father to rebel! Not against, but for you.
May we not sink under the weight of glittering possessions,
But rather, lift high our young minds in the painful
Search for truth—truth which will set us free from
Self-Imposed limitations and prejudices—truth
Which can come only from You.
Students
Find
Meaning
in —
AMBASSADORS FOR CHRIST CABINET: Row I, Phyllis Grimm, Sharon Oestreicher, Marcia
Edgett, Claire Scheele. Row 2. Dave Phillips, Wes Babian, Paul Cochrane, Dave Dilley, Jerry
Gordon.
Ambassadors
and
Deeper Life
DEEPER LIFE CABINET: Dave Phillips, Sharon Oestreicher, Keith Doudt. Eileen Starr, Miss
Brgeninger.
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Sophomore
Trio
L-R Jo Leichty, Marilee Martin, Dot+ie Snyder, Judy Rupp; pianist.
Trumpet
Trio
L-R. Dave Showalter, Jud Lehman, Jim
Gabriel, Jan Brubaker; pianist.
Taylor
Quartet
L.-R. Harry Sharp, Wes Babian, Chucl
Hess, Jay Comstock, Roy Flanary.
Dr. David Seamands brings an evening message during Fall Spiritual Emphasis Week.
Spiritual Emphasis — Self Evaluation; Growth
Dr. William Cannon discusses "God is Dead" movement during Spring Spiritual Emphasis Week.
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Wandering Wheels, Coach Davenport's three week camping group with the theme "Teaching Christ Through Bikes", pauses
to present a program in front of Maytag Gymnasium following a 1004 mile bike trip.
Dr. Myron Augsburger, President of Eastern Men-
nonite College, brings to the Taylor student body
the annual Reade Memorial Lecture Series.
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Personal Evangelism
Intimate contact precipitates response if the persons involved ac-
cept each other as individuals, worthy of respect. The implanting of
an idea from one mind to another in this intimate relationship should
come only from a sincere desire to share. In sharing, the attitudes of
a person are expressed deeply enough for his character to be realized
by the receivers. Only when a personality is exchanged, rather than a
facade of one, can the total impact of an idea be experienced.
The gift of a Christian is giving; he shares the Word with others.
He is careful to establish intimate contact with people in order for
them to receive the total impact of Christ.
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Al Lang
Treasurer
Karen Smerilc
Secretary
Sonja Strahm Mary Lou Napolitano
Art
Dave Phillips
"Ivan Idea"
Onley Heath Susie Rosberg
Youth Conference Co-chairnnen
Keith Doudt Eileen Star
Altar
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Youth
19
Carolyn Borg Ron Shugart
Accommodations
Kay Hemingway Peggy Rowe
Dining Room Hostess
Sharon Oestreicher
"Ivan Idea"
Conference
66
Jeannine Terhune Joe Miller
Music
Ray Benson Charlene Phillips
Prayer
Sharon Steiner
Hostess
Gene Keller
Host
Vera Bauer Jim Morris
Publicity
Steve Bowman Wes Redlger
Physical Arrangements Traffic
Dottie Snyder
Sponsor
Jack Van Vessem
Sponsor
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Lyceums
Tayloi
Columbus Boychoir
Danish Gym Team
I 144
Enrich
-ife
Arturo SergI; tenor
Fort Wayne Philharmonic
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Everyone must register
—
and then comes the financial
straight-jacket; it seems ev-
eryone must also pay the bill.
At least it gives you a chance
to meet someone new.
Class Day means the same
to all students; the chance to
gain points for your class.
Girls from each class are tak-
ing part in a volley-ball game
in an attempt to chalk up
100 poifits.
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One of the first things the
Taylor Freshman learns to
tolerate is the "beanie". The
beanie must be worn to all
events with the exception of
church. Should Freshmen win
the tug-of-war from the up-
perclassmen, the beanie goes.
If they lose, one more week.
Another facet which the
new student rapidly becomes
acquainted with Is the P.O.
Morning and evening trips
will soon become "old hat."
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New students have an op-
portunity to display their tal-
ents at the Talent Festival
at the first of the year.
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"Have a car on campus?"
"Is it registered?" Do you
live on campus?" "I'm sorry
but this class is closed."
This is just the beginning
of a whole year at T.U.
Bruce Gee and Bary Comstock demon-
strate their abilities in the classroom
Garret Crow and a companion know
that Nature also has much to say to
the one who is willing to listen.
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Banquets play their own particular role in the social
life of the average Taylor student. There are five nnajor
events such as this. They are the Thanksgiving Dinner,
the Christmas Banquet, Valentine Banquet, The Spring
Buffet and for the upperclassmen, the Junior-Senior
Banquet.
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"Soir
Celeste"
An annual project of the Gannma Delts
is the Valentine Banquet. For the occasion,
the girl invites the boy to attend the fes-
tivities as her escort.
Entertainment for the banquet this year
was provided by the Ed Kilbourne Trio
from Asbury College.
Karen Riehle and her escort enjoy their evening
meal and the entertainment which follows.
Our Sweetheart Queen—Miss Sally Sandford
r,^^^
Senior Class
Homecoming -
Junior Class
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A very entertaining alumni quartette
highlighted the evening program on
Homecoming Day.
1965 Floats
Freshman Class
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Sue Rosberg—Senior
Sharon Osterhus—Junii
Judy Utiey—Senior
1966 Homecoming
Carol Richardson
Marilyn Barr—Sophomore
Candidates
Jean Ericbon—Freshman
Sue Peterson—Sophomore
Gladys McNuHy—Freshman
1966 Homecoming Queen — Miss Judy Utiey
Gamma Delts
Members of the Gamma
Delts are very active in the
course of the school year.
One of their annual projects
is the Valentine Banquet.
Members of the cabinet are,
from right to left; Bonnie
Fisher, Lynne Freeland, Susie
Rosberg, Noelle Duling, Mrs.
Bonnie Odie and Mrs. Wilbur
Cleveland serving as spon-
sors, Shirley Swaback and Jan
Aichele.
Wedding
Band
The organization for the
wives of married students is
Wedding Band. Officers of
the organization are; Seated:
Mrs. Ed DeVries, Mary Kay
Miller, Nancy Jentes, Karen
Osborn. Standing are Mrs.
Frank Roye and Deanna
Francis.
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Bob Duell and Jane Darling relax on Wisconsin steps be
fore once again resuming their school tasks.
160
mGary Bowman and Dr. Snyder display the trophy won by the Senior class.
The Bike-a-thon, an annual event at
Taylor, pits class against class in a
lOO-lap endurance race on bicycles. The
outcome of the race also counts heavily
in the final class standings.
Bike
-a-
Thon
Shows
Endurance
Dave Baugh assists Steve Bowman and Rod Taylor as they
attempt to change riders.
Susie Rosberg and John Roush enjoy their after dinner entertainment.
Perhaps the greatest climax to a four year ca-
reer—aside from the diploma—Is the Junior-Senior
Banquet. The affair is sponsored by the Juniors
and honors the Seniors
Providing the entertainment for the evening wasi
Norm Nelson a renowned singer.
Junior class President, Phil Carman, presents Senior
class president, Gary Bowman, with the Senior
Scrapbook.
OUR SOCIAL CALENDAR
THE PAST—sharing remembered
once acquaintances—friends
hope for relationships, new
givers and takers.
THE PRESENT—an established friendship
slowly created—forever
anxiety for knowing another, complete
chummy-bud.
THE FUTURE—uncertainty dedicated
once potential—utilized
reality of a stronger Christian person
allelujah.

^Physical
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Cheerleaders
Jan Sprunger
Karen Yount
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Trojans Capture Second Place in H.C.C.
TOUCHDOWN! A familiar sight to T.U. fans in 1965 was Bob Harms scoring a touchdown as he does here against Earlhan
Bufler
Taylor 7
Anderson 19
Earlham 19
Taylor 32
Taylor 20
Taylor 14
Defiance 3
Nor+hwood 31
SCHEDULE
41
5 Ic
Taylor 6
Manchester 7
Taylor 13
Taylor 12
Indiana Central 13
Hanover 6
Franklin
Taylor
Taylor 7
3S I tie.
The 1965 Trojan football season
.
proved to be one of frustration, yet of hope. Although the
season record read 3-5-1 it must be noted that 3 of these defeats came by the margin of one or
less touchdown. Finishing second In the Hloosier College Conference, the Trojans placed six play-
ers on the All-Conference squad: Gary Jones, Ken Walker, Mike Mancini, Bob Wynkoop, Bob Harms
and Bob Lovell. The unusually large number of rookies who gained valuable game experience point
to a bright future for Taylor University on the gridiron.
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Injuries Prove to Be Old Nemesis
Planning the attack for the upcoming
game is the capable coaching staff,
Kneeling: Bob Davenport (head coach),
and Sam Delcamp. Standing: Ben Mosh-
er and Ron VanDamm.
Leading the team in '65 were co-captains
Gary Jones and Al Lang.
Althqugh not impressive on paper, the 1965 football season had many bright spots. There were
some tremendous individual efforts, as evidenced by the larger number of All-Conference selec-
tees. Although the rookies came through their test under fire very well, such seniors as Gary Jones,
Bill Kelley, Al Lang, Steve Bowman, Ken Walker, Dave Baugh, John Roush, and Dave Johnson will
be terribly missed. Coach Bob Davenport and his staff seem to be the "horses" for a highly suc-
cessful up-coming season.
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Promising Rookies Point to a Bright Future
As Jim Jerele retreats to pass, the
receivers speed downfield.
line braces to meet the attacking defense as the
On the eighteenth of Septennber, the
Trojans traveled to the Butler Bowl in
Indianapolis to face the always-powerful
Butler Bulldogs in a non-conference skir-
mish. The over-all strength of the Bull-
dogs proved to be too much for the
Trojans on this hot afternoon as Taylor
went down to a 41-6 defeat. The high-
light of the game for the Trojans was
a 51 yard touchdown run by freshman
quarterback Bruce Maughmauw. It was
in this game that Taylor lost the services
of star quarterback and co-captain Al
Lang, who was forced to sit out the
season with a knee injury. Al's fine pass-
ing and fancy running could have made
the difference in quite a few games.
The following Saturday, the Trojans
opened their H.C.C. season with Man-
chester College on which Taylor had
to be satisfied with a 7-7 tie. Leading
the Trojans in this game was Bob Harms,
who scored Taylor's only touchdown as
well as picking up substantial yardage.
With a 19-13 defeat at the hands of
the Anderson Ravens on October 2,
Taylor let the Hoosier College Confer-
ence Championship slip from their grasp.
This tight contest was not decided until
the final 55 seconds in which the Ravens
were able to push over a third touch-
down.
In another close contest with non-
conference foe Earlham, the Trojans
again failed to halt a last-minute drive.
As a result the Trojans fell to the Quak-
ers by a 19-12 score.
Finally, before a large homecoming
crowd the Trojans gained their first
victory of the season by trouncing the
Greyhounds of Indiana Central 32-13.
Leading 12-0 at halftime, The Trojans
fell behind 13-12 in the third before
Bob Harms scored three quick touch-
downs to go along with one other earlier
in the game.
Spotting a small hole, Bob Harms picks up yardage the hard
way—"bulling" through the middle of the line.
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With plenty of protection quarter-
back Jim Jerele fires a pass into the
fiat to Bill Kelley.
Twisting away from one tackier, Bill Kelley pre-
pares to break away into the open.
Larry DeBruyn looks for some running room
after gathering in a pass as Pete Carlson
I
prepares to lend interference.
The next two games saw the Trojans continue their winning ways. In the driving rain the Trojans
paced by the defensive line play and running of Bill Kelley, upended Hanover 20-6. Then the next
week, in the final defensive effort of the season, the Trojans blanked the Franklin Grizzlies 14-9.
The Trojans continued their air-tight defense the next week against Defiance. However, the offense
could not get a sustained drive going; and Taylor lost 3-0 on a 36-yard field goal. 171
The Jerele to Carlson combination clicks
on a short jump pass over the middle.
Ben Lester's ailments are remedied at
half time under the watchful care of
Dr. Robert Coughenour, the team phys-
ician.
Behind the strong blocking of Pete
Carlson. Dave Baugh, Gary Jones and
Ben Lester, a wide hole is opened for -t' ^
Bill Kelley.
Tv^*C^
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On the last Saturday of the season the Trojans traveled to freezing Midland, Michigan, to play a
strong Northwood Institute squad. Falling behind in the first quarter, the Trojans were not able
to catch up and, although the defense tightened in the second half, Northwood prevailed at the end
31-7.
The Offensive Unit. Kneeling, L-R: Larry De Bruyn,
Mike Manclnl, John Roush, Mike Sonnenberg, Gary
Jones, Dave Baugh, Pete Carlson. Standing, L-R:
Bill Kelley, Jim Jerele, Bob Harms, Steve Bowman.
The Seniors—to be missed not only for their out-
standing play, but for their dedicated leadership.
Kneeling, L-R: Dave Baugh, Dave Johnson, Gary
Jones.Standing, L-R: Steve Bowman, John Roush,
Ken Walker, Bill Kelley.
The Defensive Unit. Kneeling, L-R: Ken Walker,
Gary Jones, Tom LInder, Mike Mancini, Mike
Brewer. Standing, L-R: Bob Lovell, Larry Back-
lund. Bob Wynkoop, John Tindall, Bruce Mugh-
maw, Don Whlttaker.
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All Conference Players
Gary Jones
Offensive Guard
Mike Mancini
Defensive Tackle
Bob Harms
Fullback
Bob Wynkoop
Defensive Linebacker
Ken Walker
Defensive End
Bob Lovell
Defensive Back
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Cross County Team 10th in Nationals
LITTLE STATE CHAMPS. 1st Row, L-R: Dick Gygl, Russ Potter, Phil Captain, Jerry Hackney Second Row, L-R: Coach George Glass, Jack Baumgardner,
Barton Comstock, Sam Gloyd, Dave Phillips.
The 1965 campaign proved to be one of the most successful in the history of Taylor University Cross
Country teams. Facing tremendous opposition, the Trojans were able, under the leadership of Coach
George Glass, to come through the regular season in fine style, with only one defeat in dual meet
competition marring their record. However, at the time of the conference track meet, the team was
hit with a rash of injuries, which resulted in the Trojans having to settle for third place in the conference.
The Trojans fought back the following week to capture first place at the Little State meet and earning
the right to compete in the NAIA National Finals in Omaha. Again the Trojans met a monumental
challenge and finished 1 0th out of 40 of the finest small college teams in the nation.
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Jack Baumgardner strides across the
finish line far ahead of the field.
The future remains bright for the Taylor
Cross Country team as 6 of the team mem-
bers who competed in Omaha will be re-
turning, including Phil Captain, who fin-
ished 22nd in a field of 180 at the National
finals. However, it will be hard to replace
such fierce competition as Jerry hiackney
and Barry Comstock. Their presence will be
sorely missed next year.
Taking a turn In the course, Phil Captain strains for the
last sprint to the finish line.
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Undefeated Tennis Team Captures
H.C.C. Championship
:? -1 1
Conference Champs. First Row, L-R: Paul Roric,
Arnie Grover, Terry Porter, Dave Dean, Bruce See.
Second Row, L-R: Dan Keller, Roy Flannary, Trnn
Wilson, Jim Hall, Bob Gaden, Coach Dale Wenger.
1965 proved to be undoubtedly the fin-
est year the Taylor tennis team has ever
had. Not only did the team capture the
hioosier College Conference Championship,
but the team went undefeated 35-0 in
match play in doing so. Over all, the team
went undefeated in meet play and enjoyed
a 49-4 record in matches.
With only one senior. Captain Terry Port-
er, on the team, the prospects for the fu-
ture appear very bright. Among those to
return will be all-conference selectee Paul
Rork, the undefeated doubles team of Bruce
Gee and Dan Keller, Arnie Grover, Dave
Dean, and a group of capable reserve
players.
Prior to a meet the team huddles around Coach Wenger
for some last minute instructions.
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Club
"T" CLUB CABINET: Seated l-r: Ken Walker, Bill Kelly, Steve Bowman, Ben Lester, Standing; Larry Leistner, Ken Flanlgan,
Gary Jones, Dave Johnson, Dick Gygi, Rich Graffis.
WRESTLERS, l-r; Ron Mortenson, John McDougall, Sylvester Rowan, Dan Dame, Gene Keller, Lowell Boileau.- Row 2t
Tom LInder, Phil Myers, Steve Jeffrey, John Lindholm, Rich Graham, Tom Thompson. Row 3; Chap Percival, manag-
er; Ben Lester, Gerry Goffin, Dee Friesen, Bill Cummins, Tim Battles, Coach Van Dam.
Wrestling
178
mm^
Under the tutelage of new coach Ron
VanDam, a relatively inexperienced Trojan
wrestling team posted a respectable 4-3
record in dual meets and gained third place
in the Conference meet.
Gaining top honors for Taylor in the
Conference meet were Tom Linder (heavy-
weight), and Gene Keller (137 lbs.), who
both won their weight classes. Also, the
Trojans made a very impressive showing in
the Little State meet as Keller and Ben
Lester (176 lbs.) won their classes.
Tom Under maneuvers into position in order to get a pinning combination on his opponent.
Gene Keller receives one point from the referee for successfully executing a reversal.
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Seated l-r; P. D. Marshall, Tom Dillon, Ron Bocken, Dave Odie, Randy Owsley. Standing, l-r; Larry Harvey, Barry Matson, Jack Baumgartner, Cliff Cox,
Roy Herbster, Dick Rohr, Darrell Mooney.
Varsity Basketball
Taylor's Trojans once again found the win-
ning way as they rolled to a very successful
15-9 season. Behind the sharp shooting eye of
guard Ron Bocken, Taylor won both the Taylor
Tourney and the Marshall Optimist Tourney
and finished second in the Richmond Tourney.
Prospects for the next year are bright though
the loss of seniors Ron Bocken, Larry Harvey
and Dan Wilson will be felt.
T.U. Opponent
^7 94 Earlham
80 100 Manchester
101 no Rio Grande
97 82 Huntington
76 73 Goshen
82 87 Manchester
74 81 Ind. Central
122 90 Adrian
88 79 Albion
71 69 Central Mich.
103 89 Detroit Tech.
76 87 Anderson
106 100 Franklin
117 88 Hanover
93 120 Ind. State
113 88 Oakland City
113 101 Chic. Teacher
86 84 Wheaton
89 72 Anderson
91 95 Ind. Central
93 71 Franklin
Hanover
97 110 Manchester
103 106 Huntington
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Cliff Cox goes up in a crowd to put
up a short jumper off the boards.
Cliff Cox battles for the tip at a jump
ball as Larry Harvey and Dan Wilson
move into position.
Darrell Mooney takes advantage of his
height to stretch over an opponent for
a rebound.
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Ron Boclten drives in for two points as
Dan Wilson moves in to lend help.
THE HIGH-SCORING "B" TEAM. L-R: Coach Ed DeVries,
Woody Grjbb, Mike Loax, Dave Dean, Bryant Walker,
Frank Bellanny, Roy Herbster, Randy. Owsley, Steve Oldhann,
Jerry Wortz, Arnie Book, Jim Tesdall, Tom Dorton, Larry
Montgomery, Garth Cone.
The action gets a little rough under the boards as
Dick Rohrer and Cliff Cox go up for a rebound.
Trojans Finish Third in H.C.C.
THE 1965 TAYLOR BASEBALL TEAM, First Row, L-R: Tom Dillon, Jerry Norqulst, John Tindall, Jim Linkenback,
Ken O'Brien. Second Row, L-R: Mike Hey, Pete Carlson, Dan Duchardt, Mike Mancinf, Dan Wilson. Third Row,
L-R: Dick Martinson, Terry Porter, Dan Mclnnis, Jim Swaney, Bob Overman, Larry Sims. Fourth Row, L-R: Coach
Tony Ladd, Jim Miller, Loran Skinner, Paul Wamsley, Dave Kleinschmidt, Coach Jack King.
Coaches Jack King end Tony Ladd survey the action on the field.
The 1965 edition of the Trojan baseball
team proved to be one which should conne
back after repeated setbacks. The Trojans
suffered the misfortune of losing their first
6 games, including the first five on the
southern trip. However, the team came
back to post a 9- 1 3 record plus a tie with
Goshen College.
In the Hoosier College Conference the
Trojans finished in third place with a 5-5
record. Taylor had the distinction of being
the only team in the Conference to defeat
the Anderson Ravens, the Conference
Champs. As a result of an outbreak of
injuries, many rookies were able to pick
up valuable game experience. These players
and such All-conference performers as Paul
Wamsley .and Mike Mancini provide a
strong nucleus for next year.
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Trojans Capture H.C.C. Crown Second
Consecutive Year
CONFERENCE CHAMPS AGAIN! Kneeling, L-R: Jerry Hackney, Bill Donnelly, Paul Frykholm; Denny Blocher, Jerry Laughlln,
Rick Mann, Dave Persons, Coach George Glass, Dave Horsey, Rich Graffis, Dick Gygi, Walt Harvey, Mike Sonnenberg. Standing
Larry Leistner, Larry Biggerstaff, Bob Ayton, Gary Dennis, Mike Haynes, Gary Jones, Cliff Cox, John Roush, Bill Parman, Dan
Johnson, Dave Andersen, Russ Potter, Jack Baumgardner, Ron Clark, Barry Comstock, Paul Warner, A! Lang, Roger Hinkle.
For the second year in a row depth proved to be the winning key for the Taylor thin-
dads as the Trojans won their second consecutive Hoosier College Conference Champion-
ship. Although they were able to win only one first at the conference meet (Gary Jones in
the shot put), the Trojans counterbalanced it with 13 second or third place finishes to win
the conference championship by a 12-poInt spread..
Facing such tough competition as Furman, Eastern Kentucky, and Morehead State on
the southern trip seemed to prepare the Trojans for the challenges which arose during the
season. Winning 8 of 10 dual meets, the Trojans saw many school records fall such as Bob
Ayton in the pole vault (13' b'^/^"], the mile relay (3825.5), Dave Anderson In the 2 mile
(9:55), Paul Frykholm in the broad jump (22'6l/2") and the triple jump (44'4"), and John Roush
In the discus (1397").
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Bill Donnelly and Paul Warner make a
perfect exchange to begin the last leg
of the mile relay.
Walt Harvey shows the form he used
in taking second place in the high jump
at the conference meet.
A detern>ined Dave Andersen eyes the
finish line as he competes in his spe-
cialty—the high hurdles.
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Johfi Roush strains to exert every bit of strength as
he prepares to throw the javelin.
Denny Blocher builds up momentum as he starts down
the lane toward the pole vault pit.
A! Lang pulls into the lead in the 330 yard intermediate hurdles as Bill Parman picks up ground in
the inside lane.
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Though hobbled by injuries, Paul Fryltholm still gives every-
thing he has in the hop, step and junnp.
One of the picture moments in track is the exchange in
the relay, as it is executed here by Rich Graffis and Roger
Hinkle.
Gary Jones shows the form which won him
the shot put event in the conference meet.
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W.R.A. MEMBERS: Row I; Carol Nussbaum, Alice Ritenour, Marilyn Hay. Row 2; Gayle Claudon, Carolyn Geigler, Cheryl Wehling, Hettie Hardin, Janice
Hunter, Belinda Carpenter. Row 3; Norine Bassett, Kathy Meyer, Sandy LaRose, Jayne Christian, Miss Rogato, Ann Glazier, Teresa Sprout, Kathy Forsyth.
Gwen Moser.
Troianes in action.
Indiana 9, 37, and 15
Marion, Indiana
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Phone NO 4-0501
WELCOME TO
BROADMOOR LODGE
Air Conditioning
Reasonable Rates—Free Television
Electric Radiant Heat—Room Phones—Tiled Baths
Congratulations to the
Graduating Seniors
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Where You Can Patronize
With Confidence
Bob Da Virgil Stallsmlth
SPECIAL
QoiU^ie Be*uoA>
PLAN
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INSURANCE COMPANY
404 Iroquois BIdg. *** Marion, Indiana
Dear Senior of '66
We congratulate you on your acadennic
achievement, and with great pleasure welconne
you to a large and devoted fanniiy, the Taylor
Alumni Association.
We are confident you will use your high
academic and spiritual training for the good
of mankind and the advancement of the King-
dom of God. We are also confident you will
soon find your place of service in the out-
standing Taylor alumni program.
May God grant you a rich and satisfying
life as you enter your chosen field of service.
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Harold Beattie '50
President
MAYOR'S MANOR MOTEL
20 Units
Relax in Style
Make This Your Home Away From Home
St. Rd. 3 North Hartford City, Ind.
Va^^ty^.^ NOP
S.W. Corner of Square Hartford City Ph. 348-2700
GREENO'S
GAS, HEATING, AND
APPLIANCES, INC.
3409 S. Western Avenue, Marion
Bottle Gas Service: Heating, Cooking
and Commercial
Heating, Air Conditioners, Electronic
Air Cleaners, Humidifiers, Gas Ranfes,
and Hot Water Heaters. Free Estimates.
Quality - Like
Character -
Endures
TED ACHOR
PIANO SHOP
Authorized Dealer
KIMBALL PIANOS
KOHLER & CAMPBELL PIANOS
See by Appointment
Piano Tuner for College
Since 1928
216 North F. Street Marion, Indiana 664-3809
5^'HOUSE OF STONE/'^
HSICMC8S or IHTEQlOaS
CORNER THIRD AND BOOTS ST.
PHONE: 662-6629 MARION. INDIANA
REDMOND'S
Drugs, Prescriptions
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA
Telephone 348-0402
WORLD GOSPEL MISSION
offers
"youth with vision"
an opportunity
of a lifetime
Under the SUMMER
CAREER CORPS you may
visit one of the WGM fields
and engage in work to help
the missionaries.
For more information
write to:
J. C. PENNEY CO.
Home and Fashion
MARION, INDIANA
•
n
WORLD GOSPEL MISSION
YOUTH DEPARTMENT
P. O. Box 949
Marion, Indiana
WSM is in a five-year
ADVANCE CRUSADE to
THE UPUND BANK
"Growing By Serving"
^^ Reach Every Area Possible!
BOB HUGHES
CLEANERS
Best Wishes From
MONTGOMERY
Compliments
MILTON'S
Men's and Young Men's Wear
MARION, INDIANA
Agent College Bookstore
UPLAND PHONE WY 8-2751
WARD
in
HARTFORD CITY
LASKY'S SHOE STORE
We appreciate your patronage
North Side of Square in Marion
DAVIS FLORAL CO.
"Say It With Flowers" m
1 5 1 S. Walnut St. Phone 348-08 1
HarHord City, Ind.
MILLER MOTOR SALES
UPLAND. INDIANA
HARTFORD HARDWARE CO.
Plumbing Heating
Kelvinator Appliances
Paints Hardware Sifts
Hartford City Ph. 348-3210

—A growing institution of higher education.
—The physical realization of the prayers and gifts of many
devoted friends.
—An institution based on growth in the Spiritual, Academic,
Social and Physical spheres of life.
This is TAYLOR UNIVERSITY.
Index-Students and Employees
Aalbregtse, Margie
Abrahamsen, Svend 84
Acheson, Gayle 49, 100
Adams, Dan 78
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